
Rock 'n' Roll
Black Baffle 50 Emergency
Brass 50W

DL33634/EMERGENCY BRASS

Brass 50W

Quicklink: Q2266

General

Cap GU5.3 / MR16

Colour Brass

Construction Die-Cast Aluminium

IP Rating IP20

Battery 3 hrs

Emergency Type Maintained/Non
Maintained

Dimensions

Cut Out 80mm (Diameter)

Diameter 90mm

Horizontal Rotation 360°

Minimum Ceiling
Depth

85mm

Pack Diameter 60mm

Pack Length 600mm

Vertical Rotation 35°

Electrical

Maximum Wattage 50W

Voltage 12V

The Black Baffle 50 is a fully adjustable 50mm downlight which has the added benefit over

the Rock 'n' Roll 35 of an integrated black baffle. This recesses the light source further into

the downlight, absorbing light at wide angles to eliminate glare whilst also maintaining full

light output. The inner ring can tilt to a maximum of 35° for precise beam placement.

The outer ring of this product is permanently attached to the ceiling and the two inner

rings are one piece. These two inner rings are easily pulled out to reveal the lampholder.

This simply pushes back in place afterwards. No clips or tools are needed, simplifying the

lamp replacement process without compromising the design. 

Included with this fitting is the Slimline Emergency Conversion 12V 50W 3hr which can be

used for maintained or non-maintained operation for use with upto 50watt lamps at 6volts

for 3hours. This unit is supplied with a integral 12V maintaining transforner.

Emergency packs are used in commercial buildings as a safety precaution to power

outages, so that people will be able to find their way out of a building in the event of an

emergency.

Maintained Emergency Lighting: The emergency light units are illuminated at all times

using the same lamps for both normal and emergency operation. Please note maintained

fittings can be wired as non-maintained. 

Non-Maintained Emergency Lighting: A non maintained fitting is not illuminated until the

event of power failure. 


